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Bottom line

(Taken from 

a subtext for junior 

high school students.)

The supernova theory must address the following issues :

・How are “heavy elements” formed ?

・How are compact objects like neutron stars and black holes 

formed ? (final frontier of stellar evolution theory)

・ Promising sources of neutrinos and gravitational waves.

✓ The explosion mechanism is still a topic of debate over 50+ years.

✓ The only means :  the direct information of the supernova engine,  

→ the observations of neutrinos and gravitational waves (GWs).

✓ To check “CCSN theory” with observations: Compare outcomes from 

first-principle simulations 

(multi-D hydrodynamics simulations with Boltzmann neutrino transport)

with multi-messenger observations → The final goal.



Outline 

✓ The Standard Supernova Theory                

- what is missing in it !?

✓Current Multi-D Supernova Paradigm          

- status of radiation-hydrodynamics simulations

✓Multi-messenger signatures 

- Gravitational Waves and Neutrino Signals

✓ Summary with some perspectives



Step0：Stellar evolution: order-of-magnitude estimate  (1/2)
Stellar evolution is primarily determined by the initial stellar mass !
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Uniform gas sphere

Hydro

equilibrium

Mass cons.

EOS

Eliminating P and R…

If “M” is constant, T ∝ ρ1/3

Ｍ



Phase Diagram
Degenerate pressure (electron)

Using the equilibrium

condition: P~GM2/ R4

S.Chandra

-sekhar 

(adiabatic index ; γ＝4/3 for degenerate e)

then

(Chandrasekhar mass）

Step0：Stellar evolution: order-of-magnitude estimate  (2/2)
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Phase Diagram
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M＜Mch

白色矮星
(White

Dwarf）に

→ Core-Collapse Supernovae
Ye: electron fraction

(= 0.5 for Helium 4) 



Stellar evolution
Heger et al. (2002)

鉄鉄

Typical evolution timescale (Woosley&Heger 2002)

Presupernova star

✓ Star has an onion like structure.

✓ Iron is the final product of the

different burning processes.
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trapping core bounce














NSNS

shock propagation in coreshock in envelopeSN explosion

Standard scenario of core-collapse SNe



Step 1 Onset of gravitational-collapse

Iron core

∇・(Pressure)

gravity

:degenerate + thermal

(１，２) initiate the onset of g- collapse
T ~ 1 MeV

EF ~ 10 MeV

１. Electron capture

Fermi energy of electrons:

∴ density

Electron

capture

２．Photodissociation of Fe nuclei

endothermic
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NSNS

shock propagation in coreshock in envelopeSN explosion

Standard scenario of core-collapse SNe



Step 2 Neutrino Trapping (1)

Neutrino Weak interacting particle

＜＜

Representative Neutrino reactions in the SN core

（Neutral-rino: neutral-particle, light mass (<eV)）

Neutrino emission/absorption Scattering with （Ｎ：nucleon

（Ａ、Ｚ）： Nuclei)
Pair reaction

Bremsstrahlung

(Weinberg) (Salam)

Short note： In the core, 

typical energy scale is 

O(10 MeV). μ,τ barely 

exist!  The neutrinos are 

produced only by NC 

interactions. 

They are collectively 

called as νx



Step 2 Neutrino Trapping (2)
Why Neutrino scattering on Nuclei is most important ?

nuclei

nucleon（p or n)

Incident neutrino

Z

✓ For λν>Rnuc, quantum interference occurs !
(Freedman (1974), Langanke & Kolbe (1992))

✓The cross section of coherent scattering

is proportion to A2, thus important !

1/3

2

Compton wavelength of neutrino

(fm=10-15 m)



Neutrino Sphere

The condition of “Neutrino trapping”(1/3)
K. Sato (1975)

Neutrino がコアにトラップされるかどうか調べるため
には、二つのtimescale を比べればよい。

コアの落下時間 Coherent 散乱によるdiffusion timescale

Neutrino がコアにトラップされるかどうか調べるため
には、二つのtimescale を比べればよい。

コアの落下時間 Coherent 散乱によるdiffusion timescale

鉄コア

=

Number of scattering

(random walk)

Diffusion timescale

1/3

Mean free-path by the coherent scattering Average neutrino energy

→“Neutrino trapping density”, the isodensity sphere is called neutrino sphere(s).

Free-fall

timescale 

To judge whether neutrinos can be trapped or not in the iron core,

Compare the two timescales !  

Diffusion timescale due to coherent neutrino-A scattering



Free escaping region

Neutrino Sphere

Neutrino sphere

鉄コア

Diffusion region

The condition of “Neutrino Trapping”(2/3)



Important positive feedback due to Neutrino trapping (3/3)

β 平衡

Ｐroton

neutron

Mn – Mp = 

1.3Mev
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Neutrino trapping

Neutron drip is surppressed

Evolution of Lepton fraction

Rampp & Janka (2002)

Neutrino

trapping
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NSNS

shock propagation in coreshock in envelopeSN explosion
stiffens

Standard scenario of core-collapse SNe

Inter-nucleon distance
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(Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983,p204)

Repulsive core

attractive 

fm=10^{-13}cm



Dynamics near bounce

Inner core 

~ 0.7 Ms
(unshocked 

core)

Iron core = 1.4 Ms

✓The initial shock position is given ~

✓ Larger Ye leads to more massive inner core ⇒ Good for explosions. 

to accurately determine  electron cap. rates is crucial!! (eg., Balasi et al. PrPNP 2015)

✓ The kinetic energy of the shock gets small 

due to the photo-dissociation at  

Mass outside 

the inner core

Evolution of Radial velocity versus stellar radius
based on radiation-transport simulations 



Some remarks on Nuclear Equation of State (EOS)

Core-Collapse

Arnett & Bowers, 1987, ApJ



Some remarks on Nuclear Equation of State (EOS)

Core-Collapse

Arnett & Bowers, 1987, ApJ



Several key quantities of nuclear EOS
(see lectures by Profs. Takechi and Paar) 

N only: pure neutron 

matter
(Neuton star)

N = Z:symmetric

nuclear matter

(supernova matter)

Symmetric Energy, S 

Slope,L

Incompressibility, K



Fisher et al. (2014)

Mass-Radius Relation for Cold NS with diff. EOSs Constraints from nuclear experiments

Hempel et al. (2013)

Lattimer and Lin (2013)

2 Msun NS



Fisher et al. (2014)

Mass-Radius Relation for Cold NS with diff. EOSs Constraints from nuclear experiments

Hempel et al. (2013)

Lattimer and Lin (2013)

2 Msun NS



Short summary (till shortly after bounce)

Standing

Accretion shock

core collapse
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NSNS

shock propagation in coreshock in envelopeSN explosion

✓ SN simulations over these 20 years show that the

bounce shock always stall because the kinetic energy

of the shock is lost by the photo-dissociation of iron nuclefi. 

→ Direct “prompt” hydrodynamic explosion fails.

✓The bounce shock turns into the standing accretion shock.

✓The supernova problem is how to revive the stalled shock into

explosion!  



Neutrino heating

Shock

Neutrino-heating mechanism

✓Best-studied and most promising way to produce SN explosions.

✓Discovered in the 1D numerical simulation by Bethe & Wilson ’85. 

Surface of iron core

(Wilson ’82)

Neutrino

sphere

鉄鉄



Stalled shock

10 km
Stellar radius

Heating rate

cooling rate

~200km

Cooling rate ~ R^{-6}

Heating rate ~ R^{-2}

Proto-Neutron

Star: PNS

Cooing domintated

Gain region

(matter gains energy 

by neutrino heating !)

~ 100 km (Gain Raius)

heating

cooling

with T~1/R

Neutrino sphere

How the neutrino mechanism works ? （1/2）

Behind the shock,

Fe is disintegrated

to He, then to 

neutron and proton.

(n and p most 

abundant)

(erg/s cm2) Incoming flux

x cm2：cross section

x # fraction of n or p

Heating rate at radius R



Stalled shock

~200km

Cooling-dominated

Heating-dominated

PNS

heating

cooling

Heating rate for single neutron at radius “R” 

absorbing neutrino (with luminosity

Lν energy Eν ,)

The gravitational binding energy of single neutron pulled by PNS

✓If the neutrino heating could last > ～0.25 sec, the absorbed energy exceeds the 
local grav. binding energy -> inflows turns into outflows !
✓More correctly neutrino cooling occurs, which delays the onset of explosion.

How the neutrino mechanism works ? （2/2）

n

(erg/s cm2) Incoming flux

x cm2：cross section

x # fraction of n or p



Stalled shock

~200km

Cooling-dominated

Heating-dominated

PNS

heating

cooling

Heating rate for single neutron at radius “R” 

absorbing neutrino (with luminosity

Lν energy Eν ,)

The gravitational binding energy of single neutron pulled by PNS

✓If the neutrino heating could last > ～0.25 sec, the absorbed energy exceeds the 
local grav. binding energy -> inflows turns into outflows !
✓More correctly neutrino cooling occurs, which delays the onset of explosion.

How the neutrino mechanism works ? （2/2）

n

(erg/s cm2) Incoming flux

x cm2：cross section

x # fraction of n or p

Sumiyoshi et al.

2005

Gain radius



✓ Numerical resolution (low), neutrino physics (simplified set), 

general relativity (neglected), progenitor model/EOS (very old)

The Wilson’s simulation really the final answer? 

(Liebendoefer et al. 2003)
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Shock stalls.

(Liebendoefer et al. 2003)
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Shock stalls.

~20 years Sumiyoshi + 05

Doing-best 

simulations, but..Oakledge

Detailed comparison between SN groups

did not explode

In good agreement !

Success: 8 -10Msun

ONeMg core star
Kitaura et al. AA(2006)



The supernova shock reaches to the stellar surface   

somehow… with its kinetic E of 1051 erg ( ≡1 Bethe) !

Before After 

SN １９８７A

Progenitor:

２０Msun

Then, how do massive stars blow up ?!

H. Bethe

Summary 

✓Assuming spherical symmetry,

the neutrino heating mechanism cannot explain explosions

of most massive stars.

✓Many uncertainties: Go to multi-D (2D or 3D) ?, EOS/microphysics 

is incorrect (needs to be improved)? → Tomorrow 


